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NEW INVENTIONS. 
---===-

IMPROVEMENT IN THE MACHINE FOR 

MOWING AND REAPING GRAIN, &c.: By 
ALEXANDER M. WILSON, :lrd Sept., 184G.
What he claims is making the heel of the cut
ters rounded wllen a number of cutters are 
combined together on a wheel to cut grass or 
grain by the rotation and forward movement 
of the machine. He claims jointing the horse 
wheel to the forward part of the main f rame, 
but back of the shaft of the cutting wheel, so 
as to have the horses placed forward and to 
the side of the cutters in combination with a 
wheel o( cutters for cutting grain or grass, so 
that the cutters may follow the undulations of 
the ground independent of and not effected by 
the up and down movement of the horse. He 
claims the employment of the guide wheels in 
combination with the cutting and gathering 
wheel connected with its shaft, by means of 
curved or dished arms. And he claims in com
bination with the curved cutters attached to 
and forming the cutting wheel, the rotating 
grinding wheel, for grinding the upper level
ed face of the cutters. And finally, he claims 
in combination with this, the grinder for 
grinding the under surface of cutters. 

IMPROVEMENT IN THE METHOD OF SEP
ARATING THE OLEIC FROM THE STEARIC 

ACID, WITH A VIEW �ro OBTAIN STEARIC 

ACID FOR THE MANU]'ACTURl; or CANDLES: 

By JAMES S. GWYNNE, :lrd Sept. 1846.-What 
he claims is the application of heat through a 
liquid or �riform medium to the mass to be 
pressed, in such a manner that the said mass, 
hefore it is subjected to pressure, shall be 
heated gradually and uniformly throughout to 
such a degree tha t white Stearic Acid is at no 
time during the process melted, the Oleic 
Acid is rendered fluid enough to be afterwards 
expressed. 

IMPROVEMENT IN TJiE MACHINERY FOR 

.PREPARING THE BLANKS FOR FORMING 

SCREWS OF IRON, AND OTHER METAL, COM

MONLY CAI�I�};::D 'vr OOD SCREWS:' By TROS. 

W. HARVEY, :lrd Sept., 1846. - What he 
claims is the manner of producing the alterna
t ing motions necessary to the double feeding, 
hy combining the respective arm" with the 
cams, and having grooves cr ossi n g  said cams 
carrying swivelling cam pins, and operating 
the rock shafts, which shafts are connected 
with the respective operating parts of the ma
chine, with the exception of the heading die. 
And this he claims whether said motions be ef
fected by one or more cams. He also claims the 
arrangemen t and combination with the cams, 
and with the respective rock shafts, and single 
heading punch, of the double acting apparatus, 
consisting of the feeding wheel� and segments, 
the cutters, the gripping tumblers, and the 
sliding die holder. 

IMPROVEMENT IN THE SEJ�f'-SET'I'ING T A.IL 

BLOCK FOR SAW MILLS-By HORACE MER
RELL, 3d SEPT., 1846.-What he claims is 
the application of the vibrating rack, together 
with the moveable cogs, and the moveable 
racks, connected to the mill floor or timbers, 
in combination with the lever, wheel, and the 
other appendages. 

----------------

Luxton's Portable Sw-lng. 

111'. S. H. Luxton, corne r of Bethune and 
Washington streets, has constructed a swing 
for the exercise and recreation of invalids and 
children, and in which is combined more ele
gance with simplicity, than any plan we have 
seen for that purpose. It is furnished with 
cords, whereby the swingers can readily put 
themsel ves in motion; and being of suitable 
size and style for a parlor or nursery, we ex
pect it will come into extensive use. Mr. 
Luxton has taken measures for securing a pa
tent for the invention. 

Otis's Patent M01't1s1ng Machine. 

Among the great variety of excellent ma
chines which attract the attention of the visit
ors of the �'air, there ar" few if any in which 
so much s�ience, utility and good workman
ship are combined, as in the mortising machine, 
invented by Mr. Ii. H. Otis of Syracuse. We 
shall procure an engr�ving of this machine, 
and give a full description in two or three 
weei,s. The agent of the patent i� Mr. John 
Green, lUiWaler street. 
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Greig's bnprovement in Clocks. 

EXPLAN ATION.-This improvement consists 
of an appendage which constitutes a self-ad
justing principle, and is calculated to remedy 
or avoid the difficulty experienced by many, in 
adjusting or keeping adjusted the common 
clock, so as to keep the beat thereof regular. 
The addition which constitutes the improve
ment consists of a pendulous plate and ball, A 
BCD which is suspended from a collar attach
ed to the front plate of the clock at A This 
collar, which constitutes the bearing of the 
self-adjusting pendulum, encircles the arbor of 
the pallet wheel, but without coming in con
tact therewith. The stand E which snpports 
th� verge F, as also the pin H from which the 
pendulum rod 18 suspended, are attached to 
the self-adjusting plate, which being kept in a 
vertical position by means of a ball D at the 
bottom, the verge is kept constantly adjusted 
to the teeth of the pane! wheel, whether the 
clock stands in a perfectly perpendicular posi
tion, or inclined several degrees to the right or 
left. So perfectly does this self'adjusting ap
pendage perform i t s  part, that a clock to which 
it is attached, may be removed from place to 
place, carried by hand or on board a vessel, 
without affecting the regularity of its move
ment during such transportation. This im
provemeut was invented by Mr. John S. Greig, 
of Waldon, Orange County, who has taken 
measures for securing a patent therefor, and has 
a fair prospect of deriving a liberal remunera
tion for his invention. 

EeononlY in Fuel. 

vVe have recently examined, 111 an appara
tus entitled' Griffith & Co.'s Patent Heat Gen
erator,' the introduction of a novel and scien
tific meth�d of preventing the escape of heat 
from the furnace or fire-place, to the chimney. 
The invention is based on the theory that the 
portion of air the most heated, or containing the 
Inost heat, is in variably the lightest,and conse
quently, rises to the sUiface of the furnace, or 
fire chambers, while the portion least heated, 
or which has parted with its heat by coming 
in contact with a boiler or other substance of 
lower temperature, seeks the deepest sections 
or cavities. On tbis principle, the furnace of 
the 'generator' above mentioned, is so con
structed that the air and smoke, after passing 
from the fire some distance, in contact with a 
horizontal cylindrical boiler is required to de
scend several feet, before passing off' to the 
chimney. The consequence is that neither 
heat nor smoke are hardly perceptible in the 
air which passes into the chimney, even when 
a glowing fire is burning in the furnace.
There are various modes in which this prin
ciple may be applied with advantage, and 
which we shall notice with illustration3 in a 
future number. 

W"oughtb'on Pipes. 

vVe haye recently had occasion to use seve
ral sections, joints, curves and elbows of iron 
pipes prepared and sold by Walworth & Nason, 
No. 14 Platt street, and are constrained to ad
mit that the utility and convenience of this 
kind far exceeds even the favorable opinion 
which we hall entertained of them. The va· 
riously formed sections, are readily adjusted to 
each other, and the forms are so various as to 
accommodate all the turns, crooks and branch
es thaI' may be required. for steam or water 
p ipes. They are made of the best of iron, and 
are much cheaper as well as stronger than cop
per pipes, and we freely recommend them to 
all who h"Ye occasion for tubing for any pur· 
pose. 

Another Brick 1Uachlne. 

A Baltimore paper gives the following de
scription of the operation of a new brick mak
ing machine, in operation in that city: 'The 
clay is emptied, in its natural state, from the 
tail of the eart into the machine, from which 
it emerges in a few seconds, in beautiful, 
glossy and perfectly formed bricks, which are 
immediately conveyed to the kiln. The first 
operation of the machine is to grind the clay, 
which is done by passing it through a system 
of iron rollers thickly studded with projecting 
teeth, which divide and commingle the dry 
clay, and deli\'er it into a hopper in the state 
of powder, from wheuce the moulds are filled, 
at regular intervals. Over the proper moulds, 
which are stationary, are others that are move
able. When the charge 'of clay is to be receiv
ed, these upper moulds coincide with the 

lower ones, and the clay fills both. Immedi
ately, the solid iron followers come down, ex
erting a pressure of near ;200 tons upon each 
brick, and forcing all the clay into the lower 
moulds. As soon as the pressure is removed, 
the moveable moulds recede, and the bottoms 
of the solid moulds rise, bringing the perfectly 
formed brick upon a level with their upper 
edge, from where they are pushed out by the 
return of the moveable mould, when the same 
operation is repeated. The brick are then 
placed upon trucks and conveyed to the kiln. 
In this way, the machine worked by a steam 
engine of thirty horse power, makes about 
30,000 brick in tweh'c hours; each revolution 
of the machine makes four distinct pressures 
upon as many pairs of moulds, producing 
eight brick. By this machine, twenty hands 
can make as many brick as one hundred could 
by hand moulding, and are enabled to work in 
almost any kind of weather.' 

-Dlcchftnlcnl .P."lovcuu:nt. 
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THE DOUBLE CRANK AND PI"TON ROD.

In connecting a rectilinaer to a rotary motion, 
or vice versa, it is customary to use hut one 
crank, and consequently there is considerab le 
friction occasioned by applying the power fr,)m 
the crank to the piston or vibrating frame, or 
from the piston to the crank, on account of the 
oblique or indireet application. But by using 
two cranks connected by gear as represented 
in the cut, the application of the power in 
either direction, to or f rom the cranks, is bal
anced by equal obliquity of the connecting 
rods or shackle bars, which connect the cranks 
to the cross-head or vibrating ii'ame, so that 
all the friction occasioned by the obliqnity of 
a single crank is a voided. This is a much 
better mode of applying the motion of a crank 
to a vibrating sa w, or that of a piston rod to 
the crank of a paddle wheel, than by the ordi-
nary single crank.� ____ _ 

Ma"hlne i'or turning tile hea,ls o:f "'ood 
SCyt,.,-,#s .. 

Au invention under this title was entered at 
the Patent Office on the 18th of August, by 
T. ,V. Howey, It would be more diffICult 
than expedient to describe in full this machine, 
but the inventor's claim is as follows: ' vVhat 
I claim, is, the particularr manner in which I 

arrange, combine and operate the punch or 
driver, the tool holder and the rest, which are 
actuated by the double grooved "utter cam so 
as to co-operate in the turnings of the heads 
of the blanks, in virtue of the arrangement of 
moving parts herein fully set forth. 1 also 
claim the particular manner of constrncting 
the adjustable turning head, the slide or seat 
piece, the tool holder sliding on the piece, be
tween the cheek pieces with the respective 
adjustments thereof, combined, arranged, and 
operating, so as to eiTect the setting of the tool.' 
Machine t·01· Fencing and Ditclling at one 

Operation. 

Mr. 'Ym. C. Bussey has invented a machine 
in which two ditching machines are anang'ed 
in such a manner that the sod� cut from two 
parallel ditches shall be elevated and placed 
with the grass s ide out, in a continuous ridge 
between said ditches, at one operation. En
tered. at the Patent office, Sept. :3.l.'d, 
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TIle Countersink Bit. 

This convenient little in£trurnellt which has 
been recently introduced, requil'cs but little 
explanation. It consists of a hollow bit, form
ed to accommodate the shape of a common 
wood screw, and h 9S at the head of the· cutting 
part, a pair of opposite, oblique cutters,.8o 
formed as to cut a conical cavity at the surface 
to accommodate the head of 

"
the screw. To 

accommodate screws of various sizes, a set of 
bits of graduatad sizes are required. Every 

carpenter and carriage-maker will readily UIl

derstand the utility of the invention. 

�Vater Burning Cor IUu:ml.natlon.. 

A French chemist, Mons. Jacob, is said to 
have found a very simple process for decom
posing water, and applying the gases thus 
produced, to the production of a very clear gas 
light. A small quantity of oil, however, is 
used in conjunction with the gases produced 
from water. The French Government ha.9 
patronized the invention, and several manu
factories in France are using these lights. We 
ha4 not seen the notice of this invention until 
after our article, an the 'Philosophy elf Water: 
was in type; and we venture to predict that 
we shall show in a few days, a feasible plan for 
illumination by an electro-hydro Drummond 
light for common use, superior to MOllS. 
Frenclumm's invention. 

"'VWt�'s: Fonutain Pen. 

It has long been a desideratum with writers 
to find a pen that would for a length of time 
furnish a supply of ink without the embarrass
ing proces3 of frequent recours'- to the ink· 
stand. This object is now accomplished in a 

pI'n invented by Mr. G. White, No. /l:l Ann st. 
The pen-holder to which this pen is attached, 
may be re0dily filled with ink, by simply 
turning the head thereof, and when thug 
charged, the ink will continue to flow to the 
nib as fast as required and no f;,slel", until the 
quantity ill the reservoir is exhausted. Mr. 
White intends procuring a pate,.t for this in
vention, and we think it c�ltlnot fail of com· 

manding an extensive sale. 

Dr. Le""'is's In1.pro"l1"ements. 

We have heretofere described with illustra
tions some ingenious and valuable inventions 
produced by this gentleman, but have seell 
nothing equal to the eight wheeled car, a work
ing model of which is now b eing' exhibited at 
the Fair. His all improvement on his former 
plan for securing safety; and the wheels of the 

improved car adhere so closely to the rails that 
they cannot he thrown off by sticks or stoneg 
being placed upon the track. We think the 
railroad companies should adopt this plan in 
preference to all others, for the security of 
their own property as well as the lives of their 
passengers. 

SclC-Manoouvcl'lug Cannon. 

We-lind it stated in sevel'al exchange paperg 
that a Mr. Dixon, ofLynn, Mass., has invented 
a cannon that will not only load and prime it

self, but will charge upon the enemy, or, at 

least, run itself oft' to allY required distance, 
discharge ten shot, in succession, and then 
retreat to its first position to reload. It will, 
of course, be requisite, in ease of actual service, 
to place the enemy in a position the most fa
vorable to the destructive effects of the engine. 
This would be very easily effected, if the ene· 
my is sufficiently polite and pliant. 

A Frent:lt Inventlo11. 

A French engineer has lately di I'ined " 
method of expelling carbonic acid gas from 
pits, mines, reservoirs, &c., by discharging 
among the deleterious gas a volume of steam, 
whereby the gas i� expelled, and in part ab
sorbed, by the water brought into minute sub· 
division, while in part the steam is being con
densed. I'Ve should think it much more ra

tional to .blow a powerful gust of fresh air into 
the mines, &c., occasionally, without the aid 

of chemical preparations. 

In'prove,l Hmllp-brcaklng MachI".,. 

This improvem'�llt, invented by T. L. For· 
tune, and entered Sept. 3rd, cunsists in having 
the swords of the break curved cornerly from 
end to end, and placing thecentre swords high. 

et than the outside one�;;_ 
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